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MY FIRST EVER
TRIP TO CHENNAI WAS
WHEN I WAS JUST
EIGHT. I REMEMBER
COMING TO CHENNAI
AND VISITING THE
MARINA BEACH. NOW,
I’VE COME BACK AFTER
ALMOST FIVE
YEARS
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Praveen Tyagarajan

S

IT FEELS AT HOME TO BE IN CHENNAI
Vidya is back in Chennai after almost five years. Happy to
be back here, the actress says, “My father’s sister used to
live here. I remember coming to Chennai and visiting the
Marina beach; my first ever trip to the city was when I was
just eight.”
Vidya was here to create awareness on understanding
the value of pure silk. She asserts, “Weavers put in so much
of hard work to bring out every silk fabric and craft it with
so much of love and care. Women labourers contribute
about 70 per cent in sericulture and silk industry. We
should be able to identify pure silk and give it its due.”
She admits that the moment she landed in Chennai, she was flooded with ‘welcome’ messages.
“My friends in Chennai are those with whom
I’ve worked. I was very touched when celebrated
Carnatic musician Sudha Ragunathan sent
me a message. It was very kind of her; when
I think Bollywood has accepted the change in
she heard I was in Chennai, she texted me
trend beautifully; the business of cinema is worksaying she would have loved to meet me if
she wasn’t travelling. I also reached out to
ing well and since the audience has accepted
filmmaker Rajiv Menon. I was short on time;
women-centric films, producers and writers
I have my cousins in Chennai, but I wasn’t
agree to invest time, money and energy. The
able to meet them because the day was crazifact that there are so many such films comly busy. I only met costume designer Anu
Parthasarathy, with whom I’ve worked before,”
ing up every year is proof to the fact
she smiles.
people love to watch such films.

BOLLYWOOD
HAS ACCEPTED
WOMEN-ORIENTED
FILMS BEAUTIFULLY

Vidya Balan

D

The industry is a great pace
to be in now.

Agathiyan

Thiru
Mahendran

NOW, TAKE A FREE BICYCLE
RIDE IN NAMMA CHENNAI
Sindhu.Vijayakumar@timesgroup.com
or engineer Athirup, cycling
has been a passion since his
school days. Though he had set
up his own consulting firm, his love
for bicycle didn’t take a backseat. He
got talking to some like-minded individuals and soon, started a cycling
club — Athi’s Bicycle Club — through
which he has been giving out cycles
for free to enthusiasts. After establishing free-to-ride bicycles concept
in Trivandrum and Kochi, he initiated a similar system in Chennai.

F
Athirup

he recent increase in cinema
ticket rates, inclusive of the local body entertainment tax announced by the government, seems to have created chaos in the industry,
leaving many exhibitors, distributors and audience
in a fix. The releases of new films were withheld last
Friday, and going by the present situation, it is likely that no film will hit screens this Friday, too. Regular movie buffs, who have been shelling out extra
money since two months, thanks to GST, are worried about another hike in price as they do not want
to burn a hole in their pockets.
SR Prabhu,Treasurer,Tamil Film Producers Council (TFPC), had put up a post on Facebook, clarifying his stand on the ongoing confusion. The young
producer opines that it is high time the state government took a stand to protect the already dying
industry. He says, “Tickets which are sold in bulk in
many screens are later sold to people in black. The
producer is not getting a single penny due to this
malpractice, which is rampant in many areas. The
government should take necessary steps considering that cinema is not just a means of entertainment,
but also an art. We need to regulate it and also bring
transparency with regard to ticket sales. It’s true
that the parking and food charges in theatres should
also be regulated. But it’s annoying when people
proudly put up posts online saying they will download and watch movies in pirated versions.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Two National Award-winning
directors in Mr Chandramouli
Interestingly, Agathiyan is
also Thiru’s father-in-law.
“I’ve gone on his sets when
he was directing Hindi and
Telugu films. But this is the
first time ever that he will be
coming on mine,” he smiles.
Thiru says the combination of Karthik, Agathiyan
and
Mahendran
in
Mr Chandramouli would
work wonders for the film.
He adds, “Karthik sir and my
father-in-law share an amazing chemistry; he’s always
held him in high regards
after they did Gokulathil
Seethai together. In fact, I
asked my father-in-law for
tips before I narrated the
story to Karthik sir. When he
learnt that I was Agathiyan
sir’s son-in-law, he became
more comfortable discussing
the script.”

Praveen Tyagarajan

T

he is among the top actresses in Bollywood and has
been a flagbearer of sorts for women-centric films
in the industry. Yet, Vidya Balan has no airs of
being a star. When she came to Chennai recently to inaugurate Silk Expo 2017, an initiative of Central Silk Board,
Ministry of Textiles, and the Government of India, the
actress spent time interacting with fans and recalling
fond memories associated with Chennai. In a quick chat
with Chennai Times, she spoke about her love for saris,
constantly defying norms with her choice of roles and
that elusive Kollywood debut.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Confusion looms large
over ticket price hike

Thinkal.Menon@timesgroup.com

Purnima.Sah@timesgroup.com

irector Thiru had
pulled off a casting
coup by bringing
together Navarasa Nayagan
Karthik and his son
Gautham Karthik in his next
film,
titled
Mr
Chandramouli. And now, he
has got on board two
National
Award-winning
directors — Agathiyan and
Mahdendran.
“I’m so excited about
directing two award-winning
directors. I know I can’t work
with them like how I’ll work
with actors,” he says, adding,
“Mahendran sir plays a successful businessman and I
couldn’t think of anyone else
to pull off this role convincingly. Agathiyan sir plays
Karthik’s friend.”
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IF I GET A SCRIPT
I’M HAPPY WITH,
THEN I AM OPEN
TO WORKING IN
KOLLYWOOD

Lakshmi.V@timesgroup.com

MEET THE
WINNERS
OF
CHENNAI
TIMES
GOLU
CONTEST

“After seeing my work in Kerala (he
has 400 bicycles running in
Trivandraum, Kochi, Infopark and
Technopark), Chennai Metro Rail
Limited officials met me two months
ago. They have given me an opportunity to start the bicycle club in three
metro stations — Nehru Park,
Shenoy Nagar and Vadapalani,” says
Athirup, adding, “We offer 100 hours
of free rides to users and there’s no
fee or registration charges. The only
condition is that the cycle has to be
returned in 24 hours.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Seenu Ramasamy

THE HIKE IN TICKET
PRICE SHOULD BE
DECIDED BASED ON
VARIOUS FACTORS, LIKE
THE AREAS WHERE THE
THEATRES EXIST AND
THEIR INFRASTRUCTURE
— Abirami Ramanathan,
producer-exhibitor

SR Prabhu

Abirami
Ramanathan

CHENNAI IS TALKING ABOUT
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Golu contest sees a grand finale
with an evening of dance, music
hennai Times Golu Contest
presented by Gopuram
Turmeric
Powder
and
Kumkum had an impressive finale at
the Sri Krishna Gana Sabha on
Saturday with a grand Navarathri
concert, featuring some of the best
dancers and musicians from across
the country. The evening started off
with an invocation dance in praise of
Lord Shiva by danseuse Rukmini
Vijayakumar. Symbolising the
essence of golu, three noted classical
artistes
presented
Durga,
Saraswathi and Lakshmi through
Bharatanatyam, Kuchipudi and
Kathak, respectively. While Rukmini
mesmerised the audience with her
portrayal of Durga, dancing to the
tunes of Sri Maathe, Prateeksha
Kashi enthralled the audience as
Saraswathi with her Kuchipudi
recital. Whereas, Shinjini Kulkarni
captivated the rasikas with her energetic Kathak moves. The event also
saw a performance by Carnatic
vocalist Nithyashree Mahadevan,

C

who presented a recital featuring Ramayanam, Krishna Leela and
Devi songs.
Kailasam as the themes. We had creThe event saw a packed audience ated the snow-laden Kailasam and
and they were given a glimpse of the children were fascinated by it.” The
mind-blowing top nine golus in the second runner-up Banumathi S said,
form of an audio-visual presenta- “This time, the theme was Vande
tion. The winner and the runners-up Matharam and I had highlighted the
were felicitated with certificates and 70 years of our Independence
mementoes, apart from gift hampers through the golu. I wanted
and vouchers worth a lakh. Nandini to showcase the progress and
Venkatesan from Nolambur, who achievement
India
has
was adjudged the winner of the golu attained through my
contest, said, “I have been keeping golu.” This year, an
golus for the last seven years and this a d d i t i o n a l
year was no different. This year, I attraction of the
wanted to convey the message ‘save contest was
agriculture’. This recog- the Social
nition by Chennai Times M e d i a
is such a delight.” Sensation
B a n u m a t h i a w a r d ,
Krishnamurthy won the which went
first runner-up position. to
Usha
Her sister, who received M u k u n d
the award, told us, from Adyar.
“Many schools sent their
students to see our golu, — Sindhu.Vijayakumar
@timesgroup.com
which
had
the

Prateeksha
Kashi

Shinjini
Kulkarni

Rukmini
Vijayakumar

Banumathi Krishnamurthy’s (first
runner-up) sister and her husband

(L-R) Harika Niranjan Krishna(with daughter), Niranjan Krishna, YV Hari Krishna
(MD Gopuram Turmeric Powder and Kumkum), Nithyashree Mahadevan and
Nandini Venkatesan (winner) along with her daughter

Nithyashree Mahadevan

Praveen Tyagarajan

Banumathi S
(second runner-up)

Usha Mukund
(Social Media Sensation
award winner)

The audience enjoying the performances

SNAPSHOT
Skipper of
Indian
women’s
cricket
team,
Mithali Raj,
interacts
with a
group of
differently
abled
people at
an event in
the city, on
Sunday.

Watch Bobby Deol talk about his
obsession with sunglasses, using Alive
HOW TO DOWNLOAD &
USE ALIVE APP
Download ALIVE
OneScan App from your
app store or go to
alivear.com/app
STEP 2 Open the app and
focus on the image
containing Alive
logo and scan it.
STEP 3 Watch
the photo come
ALIVE. View and
share.

Bobby Deol

Available on Android and
iOS devices

Bicycle is the
safest mode
of transport
in any city
railway stations.” he says

Ô CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 and adds, “If the cycles deAsk him about the mechanism and he explains, “Each
of the above stations has 10
bicycles and people are free
to use them for a day. All
they have to do is send us an
SMS and we’ll share with
them a number, which they
can use to open the bicycle.
These cycles are locked using a number locking system and this is entirely a
software-based process.”
Interestingly, this is said
to be the first time that a bicycle sharing model has
been operating at railway
stations in the country.
“Though we have clubs in
Kerala, they are not attached
to railway stations. So, Chennai is the first city to have a
bicycle club operating from

velop a snag during the ride,
our ground staff will attend
to it. We have a good network
of mechanics and you can
just leave the bicycle at the
spot. Our staff will reach the
spot and fix the issue. Currently, we keep five bicycles
in each station with five as
buffer. Whenever the racks
at the stations are low in
supply, the software will
send alerts and the ground
staff will do the top-up.”
Interestingly, Athirup
doesn’t have any tracking/security system attached to the bicycles. “It
makes no sense to spend
about `2000 to safeguard a
bicycle worth `3000,” he
muses. So, is he not worried
that his cycles might get

IF THE CYCLES DEVELOP A SNAG DURING THE RIDE, OUR
GROUND STAFF WILL ATTEND TO IT. WE HAVE A GOOD NETWORK
OF MECHANICS AND YOU CAN JUST LEAVE THE BICYCLE AT THE
SPOT. OUR STAFF WILL REACH THE SPOT AND FIX THE ISSUE.
CURRENTLY, WE KEEP FIVE BICYCLES IN EACH STATION WITH FIVE
AS BUFFER.
stolen? “I don’t think I have
a huge risk there. If something like that happens, we
will be able to manage it,”
he says with confidence.

Pics: Praveen Tyagarajan

When ladies revelled
in festive shopping
oday, with all of us having chock-a-block schedules, a
one-stop destination for shopping is what’s preferred
the most. And when something of that sort comes up in
the city, showcasing stuff that are in trend, many wouldn’t
mind to splurge a bit. This pop-up trunk show saw a good
turnout and the guests spent ample time checking out products. The ladies thronged the store, where the show was held,
throughout the day. Their fashionable senses were translated
in the way they were dressed — clearly updated about the
trends. Kanyaa’s bumblebee yellow dress and her choice of
accessories were just perfect for an afternoon do, and others
gave her appreciative glances. Vandana’s one-piece dress
screamed comfort. But at the same time, it was an eye-catcher
for its stylish asymmetrical cut at the bottom. The do, in every
sense, was quite fashionable and the guests enjoyed shopping
for the festive season with their buddies.

T
Nisha
and
Nirupama

Kanyaa
Ritika
Vandana

Ask him how he plans to
cater to a big city like Chennai, and he answers, “This
is a pilot project and if we
succeed, we will be able to
take this facility across
the city. There are no restrictions when it comes
to users; people who are
not rail commuters can
also avail this facility.
From my experience, I
would say that a combination of local trains and
bicycles is the best way to
commute in cities.”
Athirup attributes the
success of his club to the
bicycle dealers, sponsors
and passionate riders. “I
get bicycles at a rate lesser than the market price.
The business model is
based on the sponsor
branding on the bicycle
and it’s with the sponsorship revenue that I am

DID YOU

KNOW

Abhilasha

Dixitha
and
Khushboo

?
Anjena
Kriti

Anjana

Pinaz and
Neha

able to provide free rides to
people,” he points out.
Athirup has travelled extensively in the country on
his bicycle. “My cycling expedition to the Himalayas
and the northeast has taught
me a lot,” he says, “I cycle to
different places in the city
and have never been late for
appointments till date. I
think cycle is the safest
mode of transport,” he asserts.
Ask him how lucrative
the free bicycle sharing format is, and he says, “It’s not
very lucrative, but I’ve been
able to manage. More than
money, it’s my passion that
drives me. I want to promote
bicycling as a sustainable
mode of transportation by
establishing a cross-city bicycling club and introducing a linear, integrated and
flexible mode of bicycling.”

The word hipster first
evolved in America
during the 1940s when
jazz music was so
much in popularity.
Back then, ‘hip’ was
used to describe an
enthusiast of jazz
music scene

